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There  is  no  shortage  of  examples  of  the  celebrity  COVID  vaxx  injury  phenomenon,
particularly among those who virtue-signaled their vaccinations.

Actor Bob Odenkirk, an otherwise seemingly healthy 58-year-old Hollywood star, promoted
the shot in March 2021 in a choreographed publicity stunt, probably at the behest of the
show’s producers, while shooting the last season of Better Call Saul.

Shortly thereafter, in July, he suffered a heart attack on set.

Pop icon Katy Perry recently experienced a haunting eye malfunction live on stage that
looked a lot like Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) or similar neurological conditions known to
result from the jabs.

Canadian actress Jennifer Gibson got her face totally wrecked by the vaxx

Canadian actress Jennifer Gibson. pic.twitter.com/4FsC5ndfAp

— D. Scott @eclipsethis2003 (@eclipsethis2003) September 29, 2022

Fully vaxxed author Julie Powell

I  would  argue  that  COVID  does  kill  some  of  the  right  people.  The  anti-
vaxxers/maskers are dying in legions.

But yes. It’s a real shame about Kavanaugh.

— Julie Powell (@licjulie) October 1, 2021
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A year later, she died of cardiac arrest.

Even when presented with proof-positive irrefutable evidence that the vaxx messed them
up, they still encourage their fans to get shot up.

 

Oh we have another coincidence pic.twitter.com/YxLB3VWCaz

— Luke Rudkowski (@Lukewearechange) November 20, 2022
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